Newsletter 7, December 2017

Annual Event 2017: Sensors & Street works Decision Support System
Assessing the Underworld (ATU) held its fifth annual meeting on 21st November 2017 at
the National Railway Museum, York. The event attracted over 80 project partners from
both academia and industry.
The 2016 ATU annual meeting was primarily driven by technical project updates and
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practitioner discussions, with the ATU team serving as facilitators. The 2017 annual event

had a focus of updating project partners on progress in the development of sensor
technologies – GPR, vibro-acoustics, low-frequency electromagnetics, ground and inpipe sensors (mounted on robots) – this research being largely complete. The ATU team
presented the results of both laboratory experiments and field trials. Significant updates
were also given on developments of the Decision Support System (DSS) – this being the
most important outcome of the project since it integrates all of the advances and
translates them into practitioner guidance. The event also featured an exhibition area for
practitioners and the ATU team (Figures 1 and 2) to showcase both products and

Figure 1. The exhibitors area

examples of recent innovation.
Presentations
The annual meeting featured the following
presentations:

trenching on infrastructure, and the critical
importance of taking a holistic view of
infrastructure and appropriate monitoring.

1.Chris Rogers (University of Birmingham):
3.Phil Atkins (University of Birmingham)
‘Introduction and ATU Updates’. The
presented WS3c updates which highlighted a
presentation introduced the day and with the
new non-contact, induced-polarization device
main emphasis being how to collectively
has been built and is capable of measuring
advance our ideas on how ATU’s findings
magnitude and phase of the apparent
can be used in the engineering of future
resistivity (the impedance).
cities.
2.David Chapman (University of Birmingham)
presented WS4 updates which highlighted an
improved method of linking geophysical to
geotechnical parameters, demonstrator trials
for understanding the influence of water and

4.Steve Pennock (University of Bath)
presented WS3b updates that highlighted
results showing that iron pipe corrosion has
been found to be able to hide a corroding
iron pipe from GPR investigations, that finite
void density can be iron pipe from GPR

Figure 2. ATU WS posters and sensor
demonstrations
investigations, that finite void density can be
observed in high frequency GPR systems, in
addition to masking of target responses by voids
indicates ground condition, and finally accuracy
of void density measurement through GPR
technique being established.

5.Emiliano Rustighi (University of Southampton) presented WS2 updates showing that we can use now acoustically excite a pipe from inside to
detect x, y, z and we can now assess crack presence and locate and characterise cracks from reflections.
6.Tony Dodd (University of Sheffield) presented WS5 updates highlighting how for existing infrastructure there could be deployment of a large number of robots into the buried water infrastructure that autonomously and persistently inspect, map and repair water pipes. The initial focus of the
work has been to has been on in-pipe sensing for inspection which also provides features about pipe and can be used for mapping the use of
ultrasonic inspection from within pipes for void.
7.Nicole Metje (University of Birmingham) presented WS8 updates which showed that a methodology was developed to both conceptualise the cost
and impacts across short term and long term utility street works. Combined with a new suite of headline indicators and associated perfor-mance
criteria.
8. Barry Clarke and Derek Magee (both University of Leeds) presented updates on the development of the DSS. The DSS is currently on a
nation-wide road show for purposes of refining its overall usefulness to key ATU stakeholders. The following pages detail the ATU DSS further.
NB: Clicking on the presenter’s name will take you to their presentation.

The ATU Street works DSS Background information
Current issues in UK streetworks inter-asset management practice are:
 Street works are second highest concern of residents and businesses:
 2.2 million reinstatements per year
 30% fail to meet the two year legal performance criteria
 Direct costs to local authorities are about £50m per year
 17% reduction in the lifetime of a road
 Annual highway maintenance £2.5B per year
 Annual carriageway maintenance £1.45B per year
 Compensation claims £0.95B per year
 Potholes 1.5m
 Utility openings 1.4m
 Infrastructure systems such as water, energy, transportation and telecommunication networks perform

functions critical to the health and wellbeing of society. Historically, they have been developed and
maintained in isolation from one another. However, it is now recognised that infrastructure systems function
as a ‘system of systems’.
 A consequence of this interdependency is that they
are vulnerable to failure through cascading events.
 The road and utility assets may be considered

independent since their functions are not
interdependent. However, they rely on the ground for
support; that is, the interdependency of these
assets is through the ground.
 The role of the ground is to support the asset,

though the ground also transmits actions, such as
load, water, or chemicals, from one asset to another.
This means that the assets are indirectly
interdependent. Thus, the ground has a value
such that any changes to the ground can affect the
structures it supports. The concept of ground as an
asset, which provides support to road and utility assets, underpins the ATU Decision Support System
(DSS).
The annual meeting was deemed a success, with participants pleased with the format of the
event and the opportunity to provide feedback on priority concerns for supporting decision
making for a more sustainable approach to streetworks using novel sensor technologies for
assessing the underworld.
In order that our research is properly informed, it is important for us to engage with a range of
industries, including practitioners, utility providers, contractors and consultants. We therefore
ask that you continue to support the research — your opinion is immensely valuable to us.
ATU project partners continue to grow in number and sector diversity. If you are interested in
becoming a project partner, please contact the ATU project manager Mark Hamilton.

The final ATU project event is to take place on Thursday 19th April 2018 at the
Institution of Civil Engineers, London. Contact Mark Hamilton for more information.
For further information please see the Assessing the Underworld website: http://assessingtheunderworld.org
or contact Mark Hamilton, the ATU project manager, via email at: M.Hamilton.3@bham.ac.uk

QR Code →

The ATU Street works DSS Background information cont’d
The DSS is being developed to provide advice to an asset operator to understand the consequences of an
action undertaken in response to a trigger to ensure that the action is economic, sustainable, and
resilient. The architecture and core components of the DSS are shown below:

 As shown in the figure above, the ontologies (computational models that define the main concepts and

relationships in a domain, providing a shared vocabulary for information sharing and reuse) describing the
triggers (natural and anthropogenic) and the ground, road and utility assets; advice (including further
investigation and actions); and consequences (including impact on assets), the inference engine and the
accessible databases. There are three phases to the DSS:

 Phase 1:
 Input -triggered by the user responding to an external action such as routine maintenance, planned

repair or replacement, environmental change, reduced performance (e.g. potholes) of service or failure of
service (e.g. ground collapse).
 Output -recommendations for further investigation to reduce risk.

 Phase 2:
 Input -triggered by the user responding to the additional information from investigations and desk

studies.

 Output -subjective view on the consequences of the trigger in the context of the environment in which the

trigger takes place.

 Phase 3:
 Input -triggered by the user placing constraints on the diagnosis to allow for statutory

requirements, policy, and practice. This leads to advice on possible sustainable, resilient solutions.

Further details on the ATU DSS Architecture framework
 There are three stages to each Phase:  The first stage, the user input, covers the trigger, local and asset owner information and statutory

requirements and policy.
 The second inference stage forms the DSS core. It includes access to public information such as: data and
information from the Met Office, Ordnance Survey and the British Geological Survey; asset owner and
regulatory information; asset ontologies and inter asset relationships; data on investigative techniques,
sustainability criteria; and possible solutions.
 The third stage is the output stage which includes recommendations for further investigation, the impact of
a trigger on all assets and guidance on solutions.
 Other Core Aspects of the DSS:  Information Sources:
 Public –Ordnance Survey, Met Office, British Geological Survey, Government, Automobile Association,
Highways England and other digital repositories.
 Private –Local Authorities, Utilities.
 Inter Asset Relationships:
 Traffic loading, rainfall and flooding impact on road.
 Road construction transmits these actions to the ground.
 The ground transmits the actions to the utilities.
 Utilities, when damaged, transmit actions to ground.
 The ground transmits the actions to the road.
 The ground supports roads and utilities.

- Final DSS Result An integrated decision support system that recognises
the interaction of the road, utilities and ground assets to
proactively manage subsurface utilities.

Connections
–the Ground
is an Asset

